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Neanderthal-Human Hybridity and
the Frontier of Critical Race Studies

TERENCE KEEL

Ueneticists recently d.iscovered we had sex with Neanderthals almost forty
thousand years ago.¡ The *mixed" children we created would. go on to repro-
duce with other humans, passing on a genetic legacy that continues to live
on in the genomes of people today.'The categories we use to capture human
becoming fail to describe the children of these eariy intraspecies unions.
This is to say these mixed people don't f,t neatly within our understanding
of human ancestry and race. This is partly due to the fact that this was a
"preracial" mixing event. AIso at play was the fact that we have not accepted
the full humanity of Neanderthals. Thus mixing with them generates some
troubling conceptual problems for how we view the children we ostensibly
made together.

when humans first slept with Neanderthaìs we had not fully diversified into
the populations that scientists frequently define as "races" or the three major
continental groups (i.e., African, Asian, European). By race here I am referring to
the post-Enlightenment notion that humans belong to one of four homogenous
populations that can be linked back to Africa, Asia, Europe, or the Americas.
There were no people who fit ttris deñnition of race forty thousand years ago.
The early humans who left Africa and first encountered Neanderthals in the
Middle East were what scientists caLled the first anatomically modern humans,
Homo sapiens. In less tech¡ical terms these were "simply humans," without a
race and more or less identical to the people they left behind in Africa.

It would be tempting to call Nea¡derthals a race-perhaps one of the frrst
"races" to be differentiated from other humans. we shared a common ancestor
with them roughly between 560,000 and 765,ooo years ago.3 The small popu-
lation that would eventually become Neanderthals left the mother continent
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and made their way into Europe by waitcing out of North Africa and across the

Middle East somewhere between 27o,ooo and 44O,ooo years ago' They then

trekÌ<ed across Europe, settlin$ as far west as Portugal, eventually becoming iso-

lated from those of us ì /ho remained in Africa. This separation lasted for about

25o,oooyears,whichaccordingtoscientistswaslongenoughforbothusand
themtod.evelopdistinctbiotogicalandculturalcharacteristics'

Historically, scientists and the ì'ar$er lay public have been unwilling to

graatNeanderthalsthestatusofbeingfullyhuman;oratleasthumanlikethe
anatomicalþ modern Homo sapiens. Neanderthals were thought to belong to a

branch of the evoLutionary tree that was entirely distinct from us. Indeed, they

were believed to be so divergent bioiogically that procreation with humans was

assumed to be impossible. only in the past few decades have scientists recon-

structed this vision and brou$ht Neanderthals back into the human family.+

WerewetoembracethemasfuIlyhuman,thequestionofwhatkindof
human they were would remain open for interpretation. should we call them

European? Perhaps, but certainly not in the sense that we wouid think of the

French or Germans. Neanderthals occupied regions in Eastern Europe, and

present-dayAsianpopulationshaveonaverager.3SpercentNeanderthal
DNAintheilgenome.sThispercentageishigherthantheavelageamountof
Neand.erthal DNA in present-day Europeans, Lt5 percent.'i Mi$ht we call Nean-

derthals Asian then? A compe)Iing case could be made here' but again their

timeline of existence puts them too far in the past to be classified under post-

Enlightenment racial categolies in the same way we use the concept of Asian to

describe Han or Japanese populations'
Neanderthalsarerace-Iøss-theyhavenotbeengivenmembershipinone

of the four subpopulations that make up the so-cailed "human races'" Racial-

ization, as we know from Michael omi and Howard winant, is fundamentally

an act carried on by "historically situated projects in which human bodies

and social structures are represented and organized."z Yet history shows us

thatNeanderthalshavenotf,IledalargeenoughplacewithintheWestern
scientif,c and cultural imaginary to become the focus of racializing projects

and consequently earn the distinction of becoming one of the human races'

The issue here is not merely one of biology but one of the politics of human

belonging. People cannot claim being Nea¡derthal in the same way they can

claim Mayan or cheroì<ee ancestly. Neanderthals have not passed along cul-

tural practices that we recognize as sociologicatly (or "racially") unique and

therefore legitimate in the sense of telling us something about the complexity

our own (human) ancestry.
ThusitappeaÏsthatenduringtheprocessesthatresultin..beingraced,'

provides the credentials for being human. Race, however, can serve this pur-

poseonlywhenwed'e]'imitthelivesofpeopletospecificmomentsintime'
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Manipulate this timescale and human life becomes an undifferentiated mass

of existence, making it impossible to distinguish ourselves from our great-
grandchildren, Mesopotamians, chimpanzees, and amoebas.

The story of how humans became part Neanderthal presents us with
an opportunity to think about müing events that predate the emergence of
.Whiteness" as an analytic categoly and therefore incorporate lar$e evolution-
ary timescales into our thinking about human ancestry. Critical engagement
with genetic science and human evolution prior to European colonial expan-
sion has not been well represented within the field of race studies. The prefer-
ence for working within more recent time frames of course reflects the unique
political and social commitments of many scholars invested in exposing how
the legary of European colonialism, slavery, American imperialism, and Jim
Crow shaped and constrained the conditions under which racial mixture in
the "New World" took place. Scholars who study race and mixed people have
gone to great lengths to demonstrate how monoraciality-a concept derived
from the one-drop rule, which posits that individuals can truly belon$ to only
one race-suppresses the lived experiences of people who possess and inhabit
multiple ancestries.s In this essay I show how being part Neanderthal further
exposes the fallacy of monoraciality largely because humans have never been
pure. We have been mixing with people outside of our imagined lineage long
before the so-called "races"-as we know them-existed and certainly before any
notion of "Whiteness' couid be projected onto our developmental past. In other
words, we were mixed before we spread into the major continents of Europe and
Asia. Being mixed is the ontological baseline for what it means to be human.

If we take this seriously, however, there remains a fundamental tension
between knowledge about our biological selves and the pragmatic goals of
mixed race scholarship. The latter has highlighted the experiences of multi-
ethnics and especially fìrst-generation mixed race people as exceptional-if not
biologically then certainly socially and culturally. I use the story of Neanderthal-
human hybridity to show how the seeds of this tension rest in our use of time
to demarcate human belonging and in our cultured belief that human origins
mark an exceptional moment of creation. The way beyond this tension involves
keeping clear the distinction between claiming that mixed people are socially
and politically unique rather than biological exceptions.

Deconstructing the Myth of the Neanderthal

Depictions of the Neanderthal as a hulking, primitive brute abound in popular
culture. In 1953 there was the popular black-and-white film, Neanderthql Man,
where a biologist develops a serum that reverts animals back to their primi-
tive ancestors. After the biologist uses the formula himself, viewers witness
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his gruesome atavistic devolution into a Neanderthal, replete with protruding
browridges, facial hair, and poor dental hygiene. In present-day popular culture
Neanderthals are puns for car insurance commercials and the word of choice for
describing misbehaving athletes and politicians. They also appear in children's
movies such as DreamWorks Animation's f,lm, The Croods featurin$ a primi-
tive Neanderthai family whose life circumstances irreversibly change after their
daughter falls for an a¡atomically modern human named "Guy."s It is clear that
in our popular imagination calling someone a Neanderthal is not a compliment.

The common misperception that Neanderthals are either nonhuman or
Iess than human can be traced back to initial studies of Neanderthals during the
mid-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The ñrst Neanderthal remains
were discovered in 1856 deep inside a quarry mine in the Nea¡der Valley of West
Germany. Canyon workers found a remarkably narro\¡r' skullcap with protrud-
ing browridges and femur bones of such considerable weight and size that the
first scientists who studied these remains believed this individual was certainly
stronger and more robust than any k¡own human.'o But the question remained'
was this human?

During the mid-nineteenth century an evolutionary account of human ori-
gins was not widely accepted by early paleontologists." Throughout most of that
century, the Christian idea that humans were direct and unique creations of
God continued to filter scientifrc ruminations over the origins and development
of our species.'' Also at play was the idea that human groups were designed with
traits that rendered them naturally adapted to their indigenous environments.
This conception of human development, which had profound implications for
how modern thinkers viewed racial groups, was also a carryover from Christian
naturaL theoiogy.'r Darwin's evolutionary theory, however, suggested humans
were neither created directly by God nor given all the traits they needed to sur-
vive. Instead, humans had adapted by developing new characteristics in response
to a constantly chalging environment. For evolutionists, human development
was taken to be a linear progression up from primitive to more reflned human
types. Many scientists in the mid-nineteenth century, however, were slow to
embrace this idea of human evolutionary development.'4 As a result, evolutÍon-
ists and traditionalists quarreled over whether the skullcap, browridge, and leg
bones found in the Neander Valley were archaic remnants of a long-disappeared
species or merely the dead body of a recently deformed human.'s

By the early twentieth century a new component to the debate over the
Neanderthal had emerged. Not only were scientists and traditionalists at odds
over whether Neanderthals were an a¡cient species, evolutionists also argued
among themselves over whether humans had directly evolved from them.'6
The results of the Latter dispute bear directly on the present-day mispercep-
tion that Neanderthals were not fuIly human. In I899 paleontologists discovered
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uniquely refined, but nonetheless ancient, human remains in Itapina (present-
day Yugoslavia) that appeared to coexist with Neanderthals.,z A similar discov-
ery was made in the Grimaldi Caves on the French Mediterranean coast. Much
like the fossils in l(rapina, this "Grimaldi Man' possessed features strikingty
similar to present-day huma¡s, which included a smaller skull absent of brow-
ridges and an upright posture. As additional fossiis similar to Grimaldi Man
were discovered throughout Western Europe, scientists in the early twentÍeth
century would caII this population the Cro-Magnons, which later in the twenti-
eth century would be recognized as Homo sapiens, the f,rst anatomically modern
humans to launch a sustained expansion out of Africa, roughÌy forty thousaad
years ago.

Shortly after the start of the twentieth century the renowned French pale-
ontoiogist Marcellin Boule compared Grimaldi Man to the first complete skei-
eton of a Neanderthal found in the caves of Chapelle-aux-Saints.,s After this
assessment Boule argued that Grimaldi Ma¡, and the entire Cro-Magnon race
to which he belonged, was more sophisticated, both biologically and culturally,
than the Neanderthal. Not only did Cro-Magnons have an upright posture and
a modern skull shape, their remains were found in caves across Western Europe
that contained an elaborate tool culture and artwork that included engravings
on stone and bone.'c Neanderthals, on the other hand, were found in pì.aces that
appeared to lacÌ< these cultural relics. Boule, along with many other paleontolo-
gists of his time, assumed that humans must have been the descendants of an
a¡cient population that possessed signs of genius, innovation, and aesthetic
sensibility at the very beginning of their existence. With their hulking physical
structure and no discernible signs of culture, Boule argued that the woefully
primitive Neanderthals were not the direct ancestors of modern humans. He
believed instead that humans must have emerged from the Cro-Magnons who
Iived side by side with Neanderthals but ultimately won the evolutionary con-
test between the two groups. As the historian Michael Hammond argpes, Boule
effectively ¡emoved Neanderthals from the human family.,u

This expulsion was compounded by French and British media depictions
of Boule's work on the Neanderthal, which rendered them ape-like, savage
beings, with only the slightest traces of humanity.,, Cro-Magnons on the other
hand fared well in broader cultural depictions as they were typicaily shown as
being only a few steps removed from present-day humans. These contrasting
images of the "primitive Neanderthal" versus the "ref,ned Cro-Magnon', would
be appropriated and interpreted Ín many different ways throughout Europe and
the United States, but overwhelmingly they reinforced the idea that Neander-
thals were less than fuiiy human, if human at a.ll..,

We continue to live with the distorted view of the "subhuman" Neanderthal
as images of their primitiveness penetrate present-day media, popular culture,
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and even linguistic idioms. Neanderthals remain synonymous with ,,primitive
brute," despite the fact that paleoanthropologists since the early zooos have
steadily recovered a fossil record that demonstrates Neandertha-ls possessed at
least two separate tool cultures, performed ritual burials, experienced social
stratif,cation, developed abstract arfwork, cooked their meat and created dishes
using ground acorns, and even cultivated herbal remedies for indigestion and
pain relief.z: Geneticists also lea¡ned that Neanderthals carried in their genome
variants of the FOXPz gene involved in modern human language ability..+ y¿i1¡
these discoveries, scientists have welcomed Neanderthals back into the human
family and consider them a sister species to modern huma¡s who shared a com-
mon ancestor with us nearly 83o,ooo years ago.,s

Our cultured perception about what it means to be human, not mereiy evo-
Iutionary processes, is what ultimately drove the Neanderthals into extinction.
By this I mean that Neanderthals experienced a social death, which cost them
the ability to be seen as huma¡ and therefore eligible to pass their inheritance
down to us. scientists in the nÍneteenth century studied the Neanderthal while
still being committed to the christian worldview that we were created in the
image of God. This commitment drove scientists to cast Neanderthals from
the family tree, as they were incapable of conceding that our earliest ances-
tors couid lack the capacity for civilization, ingenuity, relÍgion, and speech.
So began the precipitous death of Neanderthals within the minds of experts
and the popular social imagination. Belief in the ontological novelty of human
creation prevented us, until recently, from considering not only that we were
nearly identical to Neanderthals, but that their genes could live on in us, their
human descenda¡ts.

The inability to think in large evolutionary timescales and our latent chris-
tian hang-ups about what it means to be a member of our species are what lost
the Neanderthal to history. In this regard, howwe conceive of Neanderthals and
mixed race people is beset by a similar set of probLems. In both insta¡ces the
time frames used to think about huma¡ becoming and the existential politics
of being a recognized member of our species are the determining factors for
embracing and legitimizing the lives of present-day people who ciaim a complex
racial heritage.

Only Some of Us Are Part Neanderthal?
According to the most recent genetic studies, humans made contact with Nean-
derthals roughly forty thousand years ago in the Middle East as they migrated
out of Africa. The group of humans (Eurasians) who exchanged DNA and culture
with the Neanderthals would later become Asian and European. Initially, geneti-
cists believed that Europeans and Asians possessed roughly the same amount of
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Nea¡derthal ancestry (r-4 percent). Scientists therefore believed that Eurasians
mated with Neanderthals before they branched into separate groups."6 However
more recent studies have lowered these percentages to an average of r.r5 per-
cent for Europeans and r.38 percent for East Asian populations.,z To explain
the different levels of Neanderthal DNA in Europeans, one team of geneticists
proposed that Nea¡derthal genes we¡e deleterious within humans. Therefore
natural selection worked to remove these genes through a process of ,,purify-
ing selection." under this framework these geneticists claimed that East Asians
were less effective at purifying their genome of harmful Neanderthal genes.,8
This model also assumed that there was only one major mating event between
humans and Neanderthals, which took pl.ace before Eurasians branched into
separate sroups.'s Geneticists have recently chalenged this mod.el, explaining
instead that the different levels of Neanderthal DNA in Asians and Europeans
are likely the result of multiple mating events between humans and Neander-
thals, not of an inability of Asians to effectively eliminate harmful Nea¡derthal
genes.:" These same scientists also believe that the single mating event model
could be plausible if Europeans mixed with other extinct humals, what they
called a "ghost Eurasian population" that did not carry Neanderthal DNA and
therefore diiuted the percentage Neanderthal genes within Europeans.3r

Geneticists continue to believe that Neanderthal ancestry is largely unique
to the descendants of Eurasia. This includes Native Americans, southeast
Asians, Asian populations in the paciflc, populations in India, as well as Aus-
tralian aboriginals.u Geneticists, however, did find very faint traces of Nean-
derthal ancestry in west Africans, with them possessing about o.og percent
Neanderthal DNA.ß scientists from the Neanderthal cenome project (NGp)
initially theorized that Neanderthals did not return to Africa once they left the
continent th¡ee hundred thousand years ago.34 only two hundred fifty thousand
years later did they reunite with humans. Scientists now believe this meeting
took place in Northeast AJrica and across the Middle East as modern humans
were migrating to Ëurasia. subsequent studies have corroborated this theory as
geneticists learned that the Masai people in East Af¡ica have significant traces
of Neanderthal DNA.¡' This suggests that huma¡s who came into contact with
Nea¡derthais most likely returned to the northeastern regions of the continent
where Nea¡derthal DNA would become diffuse among East AJricans but not
farther south or west in the continent.

\¡vhat then does this discovery mea¡ for African Americans? African Ameri-
cans are recently admixed populations; this means theÍ¡ DNA includes European
ancestry in addition to the DNA of other population groups. About z4 percent
of African American DNA comes from Europe.c. Thus African Americans are in
theory part Neanderthal if the percentage of European DNA in their genome
also carries Neanderthal genes. This is an important caveat as scientists have
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members of the same popu-
er words Neanderthal genes
of genes within the human

genome. so African Ame¡icans may or may not have Neanderthal ancestry; it aJl
depends on where and how much Neandefthar DNA is found in their European
ancestors.

still, genetic studies folowing the zoro draft sequence of the Neanderthar

well as Asian populations who reft the continent. Neanderthar ancestry, accord-
ing to the subtext of this new genetic study, is not a story shared by all humans.
Geneticists have created a new narrative about human evolution where west
a¡d South Africans have been left out of the recent drama of human promiscu-
ity and biological change.

Our Ancestors Were Not pure
The fact that humans and Neanderthals reproduced successfuIly means that
there was enough genetic similarity between the two in order to have children.
But does procreation imply that Neanderthars were a_rso human? There appears
to be no clear or simple answer to this question, largeiy because this distinc-
tion rests on how one defines what it means to berong to our species. Here
we are stepping into philosophical territory where statistica-l representations of
Neanderthal genes in humans crarify as much as compricate the issue. This is
because Neanderthal variation, according to the NGp, appears to fali within the
rarge of acknowledged human genetic variation. In other words, the Neander-

40,ooo years ago.
However, some geneticists argþe that alr of this specuration about the

base pair pattern of A-T-G-c.so rhese sNps are thought to occur when one base
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pair switches to a¡other nucleotide. popuration geneticists inte¡ested in humandifference craim that some popurations carry a higher percentage of a corectionof sNPs than othef groups.4o These sNPs have been given the technical term ofan ancestry index marker (ArM) and are berieved to terr researchers about theancestrar heritage of present-day peopre. In this most recent form of typorogicarreasoning, geneticists craim to be capabre of hlpothesizing the various ances_tries (genetic admixture) any given individuar might possess.+,The pubiic hasgrown fam'ia¡ with this technorogy due to the popurarity of various terevisiondocumentaries on human genetic ancestry as wer as the increased affordabiliryof direct-to-consumer DNA ancestry testing.<, Biorogists used sNps and AIMs,along with other measures of genetic diversity, to locate Neanderthar geneswittrin present-day racial gtoups

some scientists have been criticar of this new method of reconstructinghuman ancestry rargery because they berieve geneticists interested in huma¡difference fail to distinguish their work from the typorogicar race studies of thenineteenth century.43 popuration geneticists l(enneth M. weiss and Jeffrey c.Long' as well as computationar biorogist B¡ian w. Lambert, have been someof the most recent voices of opposition toward admixture technorogy and theuse of computer sofrwa¡e programs to carcurate human ancestry. äney na,reargued that contemporary geneticists inadvertentry faII back onto racial typolo_gies when they divide humans according to continentar regions where specif,cgenetic variations are assumed to have come into being. This has the effectof collapsing genetic ancestry due to gene flow with genetic ancestry due toenvironmentar factors and other random changes that cause aileres to rise orfall in frequenry. They affirm a view shared by other scientists that modeis ofour genetic ancestry and rived human history represent two different things.r+The former identifies a hypothesized continentar origin based upon laboratorystudies that carefuIly select a specific number of genetic traits, whereas the lat-ter entails the rived experience of migration, mating, and curturar and envi_ronmentar pressures that might cause a genetic trait to rise in frequenry. Thishistoricar ancestry is remarkabry comprex and nearry impossibre to know withaly certainty.
According to weiss and others, the troubre with admixture estimates is thatthe parental populations from which contemporary admixed individuals arethought to have descended are not arive to be sampred for the actuar ,,parentar,,

genetic markers.4s Geneticists attempt to resorve this probrem uy sampring tromcontemporary popurations, who then function as surrogates fo¡ the assumedparental groups in each continental region of interest.¿6 weiss and Lambert claimthat this hypotheticar representation of the origins of human diversity wourd bef,ne as a heuristic if not for the obvious fact that when the estimated parentarpopulations are anaryzed among themserves, their intragroup differences are
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as great and in some instances greater than intergroup comparisons.4z In other
words members within so-called present day races appear to be more different
from each other than from people outside their raciai group. Weiss, Long, and
other geneticists stress that intragroup variation shows us howthe livedancestry
of a population is more varied and more precarious than what can be modeled
within a scientific laboratory using computer soffware. But in a¡ effort to ren-
der this otherwise complex lived biological history quantitatively, they argue,
geneticists who employ admixture technology assume that the parental popula-
tions of present-day peopie were the single carriers of a particular set of traits at
some time in the past. According to Weiss and Long,

Whether the investigator uses external information or makes estimates
from the samples at hand, the parental populations are abstractions that
conform to only the simplest kind of genetic structure. This structure
places heavy emphasis on the idea that the world once harbored dis-
tinct and independently evolved populations that have now undergone
admixture of an unstated type (often seeming to connote admixture due
to colonial era migrations). The ideal markers for this kind of analysis
are private to, and in high frequency in, only one of the putative parental
populations, or at least display major differences in frequenry among the
putative parental populations.as

In other words, geneticists who develop models of our ancestors assume that
they were pure given the frequenry of certain SNPs when compared to other
groups. However SNPs that have reached a high frequenry within one popula-
tion and not another are rare because the overwhelming majority of our genes
are derived from a common ancestor. Weiss and Long argue that genetic varia-
tion across so called racial groups say more about the geographical conditions
that forced certain alleles into high frequenry than they reveal a moment of
unique popuì.ation differentiation.ae

Despite this realization, many scientists contìnue to use SNPs to hypothesize
moments in our evolutionary past when our ancestors were theoretically less
mixed and more homogenous than we are now. This hypothetical reasoning-and
the technology used to support this form of racial thought--{ryanizes the het-
erogeneity of our mixed biological inheritance and re-creates the idea that
present-day groups descended from idealistically pure ancestors. Moreover, this
contemporary form of racial typology helps sustain the belief-lerived from the
Abrahamic faith traditions that shaped Western racial thinking-that the single
most important moment within the life of a so-called racial group is its incep-
tion and differentiation from other members of our species.sn

However, the genetic profile of present-day people is mixed with the ances-
tries of populations from around the globe. This mixture reflects the lived
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history of huma¡s reproducing across geopolitical boundaries and in the case
of Neanderthals with humans considered extinct. Humans are not pure biologi-
cal units. we are instead mongrel creatures with the history of our mixed ances-
tors buried within our biology. Never has this been more clear tha¡ after the
sequencing of the human, and now Neanderthal, genome.

Herein lies a crucial problem for the conceptualization and study of race.
unlocking the human genome has shown us that in the present moment all
humans are thoroughly mixed. This heterogeneity, however, can be minimized
or enhanced given, first, one's commitment to the idea that present-day people
descend from "pure" races and, second, the time frame used to study human
mixing and evoiution.

We might call the first approach to race neo-polygenist in its orientation
insofar as human difference comes to overshadow similarity shared across
human groups. For example, geneticists interested in sorting the racial ancestry
of present-day groups tend to limit their analysis to often no more than the
past frve to ten thousand years. Anything further back in time places humans
in Africa during the time before large-scale "racial" differentiation is thought to
have occurred. Thus iooking back forty thousand years in the past won't tell you
much about French or Native American ancestry.

The second approach to studying race we might call neo-monogenist. This
approach gives primacy to the similarity shared across human groups, thereby
creating a bulwark against the belief that humans flt neatly into biologicai
divisions across the major continents. For example, if one were interested in
showing the similarities that exist across human populations, one might look
at the genetic structure of humans that was established earlier than five to ten
thousand years ago. There one will flnd that the great majority of genetic diver-
sity that humans currently carry can be traced back to Africa, before we spread
across the different continents. Prior to thirty thousand years ago humans were
equally genetica-lly diverse, mixing throughout the Alrican conlinent and carry-
ing the genes of early human groups who either went extinct or were eventually
abso¡bed by Homo sapíens. In other words, our ancestors were just like we are
now: one large mixing population made up of highly genetically diverse people
who do not easily fit into racialized groups.

Temporality, however, is an important factor not just for genetic science
but also for scholars who study race and mixed people. Either we can view
present-day mixed race people as ontologically distinct from their ancestors
(the neo-polygenist approach) and therefore focus on speciflc kinds of mixture
(e.g., Black/tatino, Asian/Black, Ëast African/Swiss, etc.) within a delimited geo-
political time frame (e. g., post-European exploration, or posl-Loving v. Virginia),
or we can view present-day mixed race people as equally varied as their ances-
tors (the monogenist approach). The trouble with the neo-polygenist approach
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to conceptualizing present-day people Ís that it distorts the fact that relatively
recent human mixing, say in the past five thousand years, pales in comparison
to the amount of mixing that went into creating and consolidating the range
of genetic va¡iation (or what geneticists call substructure) that make us Homo
sapiens. Scales of time matter when thinking about human diversity. Thus to say
that mixed race people are bioiogically exceptional overestimates the signifi-
cance of recent mixing events from an evolutionary perspective. It also inadver-
tently re-creates our past ancestors as if they were somehow pure. Humans now
and in the past have always already been mixed. This is the all important lesson
that must be learned from our evolutionary history. Mixed race people are not
biologically unique nor exceptions to what it means to belong to our species.

Social versus Biological Timescales

The British America¡ anthropologist Ashley Montagu wrote nearly sixfy-five
years ago that "in looking at the races of mankind today, what we see are largely
the stages of development which they are in at our particular time. The vary-
ing manifestations of physical traits, which they exhibit, are not 'end-results' but
bills of exchange, as it were, drawn on the bank of time, negotiabl.e securities
which ca¡r be turned into the coin of any realm with which it is sought to have
biological relations."s' Montagu's commentary on the tgSo UNESCO Statement
on Race served as a warning to post-World War II scientists about the temporal
and philosophical limits of using race to account for the causes of huma¡ varia-
tion. Implied in his analysis was the importance of viewing huma¡ popuì.ations
as unstable biological entities that transcend the concepts we use to def,ne them.
Montagu believed this evolutionary vision of human biology was in jeopardy
when scientists lost sight of the heuristic nature of racial categories and delimited
the long process of human development to a specif,c moment of time. When this
occurred, Montagu warned, it was fairly easy for scientists to believe race could
explain something essential about the internal workings of human bioÌog¡r.

Montagu's poetic observation remains releva¡t for thinking about scales of
time and the study of race. Specif,cally, it helps us see that a distinction needs
to be made between sociopolitical timescales and biological timescales. We can
think of sociopolitical timescaies as referring to observations about human life
and cultural heritage delimited by specific social and political periods of time.
Many scholars of race work almost exclusively within sociopolitical timescales.
For example, one might think of the lives of Black or Mexican Americans under
the conditions of fim Crow-a period lasting between the end of the nineteenth
century and the end of the twentieth-as a sociopolitical timescale. Within this
temporal framework, scholars of race might deploy specific concepts like Black,
Negro, or Mexica¡, along with a host of other interpretive tools, to describe
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developments that shaped the cultural, politicaì, a¡d even biological (e.g.,
health, behavior, and reproductive practices) experiences of the people desig-
nated by these categories. To do work of this kind one must believe, at least pro-
visionally, that the category "Black," or "Mexican," refers to a specific group of
people under particular sociopolitical conditions. Race work of this sort is gen-
eralÌy driven by a pragmatic goal-usually one that bears directly on the present
needs of the observer-and therefore we are not in a position to doubt the racial
categories being used. For example, one can't study or understand the effects
of antimiscegenation laws during the rgzos over the lives of Black and Mexican
people, without believing that indeed these people exist and that there were
laws designed specifically against "Blacks" ald "Mexicans."

Of course these people were not fully determined by their immediate socio-
political conditions. They were much more tha¡ racial minorities stigmatized
and targeted by the structural racism of their historical setting. They were also
the carriers of a biogenetic history vastly oldef than the temporal limits placed
on them by Jim Crow ì.aws. This was a mixed biogenetic history fa¡ more varied
and unstable than what the concept "Black" or "Mexica¡,' could adequately cap-
ture. This complex biogenetic history makes up what might be called a biological
timesca.le. This refers to processes of human development that have unfoLded
over periods of time that radically exceed the concepts (e.g., race) we use to cap-
ture human becoming. The effects of social life are capable of shaping and aug-
menting this human becoming. But our biogenetic history ca¡not be reduced to
any given sociopolitical moment. When human becoming is placed on a biologi-
cal timescale, race as we know it breaks down and the subjects we study blend
into one a¡other. One simply has to look at huma¡ genetic diversity over the
course of the past forty thousand years. There we f,nd that genetically all humans
are gg.g percent the same, that there are more intragroup differences inside so-
called races than between different populations, and that the biogenetic history
we carry does not correspond to the concepts we use to mal<e sense of it. This
is what was reveal.ed after the sequencing of both the huma¡ and Neanderthal
genomes. This is what it means to say there are no genes for race.

The tension between sociopolitical and biological timescales should serve
as a reminder for those who study race and mixed race people that our con-
structions and raciaì heuristics can always be otherwise. On this point Montagu
wrote, "[The] best we can do at the present time is to describe populations,
and while our classifications may be interesting, we must be careful not to take
them too seriously. The danger we must avoid is becoming either the caretakers
orthe captives of our own arbitrary classificatory schemes."s, The fictions we cre-
ate to make sense of human life within a given historical and political moment
will always fail to capture the biogenetic mixture that resides within us, The key
is to not believe that our racial f,ctions are reality.
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We Are All Mongrel
Finding bits of Neanderthal in our genome forces us to acknowledge the opacity
of the human past and challenges our cultured assumptions about our onto-
logical uniqueness and the division between the human a¡d the nonhuman
world. For nearly r5o years scientists assumed that modern humans were free
of Neanderthal ancestry. Yet as members of the NGP explain, not only was the
discovery of Neanderthal DNA in present-day humans entirely unexpected, they
also learned that there are potentially many other extinct early humans (such
as a group they called Denisovans) whose DNA lives on in our genomes. Svante
Paabo, one of the leading paleogeneticists on the NGP, explained, "This was
an amazing finding. We had studied two genomes from extinct human forms
[Neanderthai and Denisovan], In both cases we had found some gene flow into
modern humans. Thus, low leveis of mixing with earlier humans seemed to
have been the rule rather than the exception when modern humans spread
across the world. This meant that neither Neanderthals nor Denisovans were
totally extinct. A little bit of them lived on in peopie today."s: We might say
that all humans are mongrel, in the sense that it may be impossible to recover
the many different early and more recent human a¡cestors who contributed
to our genetic inheritance. In biological terms, mongrels are not merely organ-
isms with a mixed heritage. They are beings where only part of their ancestry
is known or recoverable. To say that we are all mongrel therefore is to acknowl-
edge that our ancestry wiII never be fully known.

Of course to call ourselves human, and not merely advanced primates or
even Neanderthals, implies that we know who and what makes us unique as

a species. Securing this knowledge, however, remains one of the most elusive
tasks in modern science. The unexpected discovery of Neanderthal DNA in the
human gene pool belies the idea that human Ídentity is unique, stable, and
transparent to our inquiring minds.

At the same time, finding Neandertha-l DNA in present-day humans puts
on display how biological heterogeneity, or .being mixed,' is in fact the default
huma¡ ontological position. Humans were müng before they became "races." At
no point in our history has there been a member of our species not mixed with
another human and nonhuman group. At a biologica-l ievel, being mixed is the
norm, not the exception, to human existence. "Purity," monoraciality, and indeed
race itself a¡e powerful human creations. For races exist onlywhen thinking about
huma¡ becomingwithin a specifrc moment in time while a-lso assuming that this
marks an ontologically novel or significant instance of huma¡ becoming. These
temporaì and conceptual constraints are at play when scientists assume human
diversity can be reduced to fundamentally three a¡cestra-l groups. These assump-
tions are also at play when we view mixed race people as bioì.ogical exceptions
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to being human otherwise. In both cases we have yet to relieve ourselves of the
burden of explaining human etstence under the terms laid out before us by
christian naturaitheology, where life at its origination is believed to be onto-
Iogically new and distinct. our racial formations continue to venerate the myth
of Adam and Eve.

But what does this mean for the field of mixed race studies, which has a
politicaì and social investment in recovering and advocating for the experi-
ences of mixed peopìe within a context where their existence is denied by the
hegemony of monoracial norms?s4 Might conceding that all humans are mixed
undermine these goals?

Here we arrive again at the tension between biological and social/cultural
timescales, which I believe invites a healthy moment of self-reflexivity for those
of us who study race. The vast scale of human evolutionary time-periods that
involved countless mixing events-should push us to see that the temporal
frameworlcs and concepts we use to study race are socially and. politicaÌly useful
flctions designed for present-day concerns. For example, when we capture the
experiences of a flrst-generation multiethnic we must ttbt lose sight of the fact
that this is a temporally and socially detimited rendering of human becoming.
These people are actually constituted by evolutionary processes that involve
innumerable mixing events. Thus when we give preference to more recent mix-
ing events (for example under the conditions of American colonialism or Jim
crow) it is crucial to remember that we are doing so for social a¡d political rea-
sons;we are creating heuristics designed to address needs and problems unique
to these events and our present lives. In other words we are drawing attention
to the noveþ or exceptions that mixed race people represent for our social
and political frames of reference. This is fundamentally different from claiming
that mixed race people constitute biologicai exceptions to what it means to be
huma¡.

of course there is always a danger that the work these heuristics perform
may lead us into mistaking these fictions for reality, having us believe that
mixed race people are in fact biologically unique. IGeping sight of the fact that
human mixing predates race itseì.f-that human evolutionary time escapes the
frameworks we use to tame it-can create a bulwark against taking our owrl
constructions too seriousìy.

were we to push the frontier of our own social and political investments
this might give us the language to tai.k about what it means to live within a
liminal space between timescales that mark our immanent sociopolitical needs
and biological timescales that are inflnitely vaster than our concepts about race.
To do this we must think more critically about human evolutionary history and
how we belong to a species in a constant state of becoming and always aìready
mixed. The death and resurrection of the Neanderthal show us that human
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evolutionary time is virtualÌy meaningl.ess until we give meaning to it. In this
moment of rediscovering our Neanderthal inheritance we have an opportunity
to yet again ponder what it means to be a perpetually mixed species that can

be captured provisionaily by sociopolitical framings but ultimately belongs to
processes of becoming that exceed comprehension. Maybe then we could build
a new set of heuristics around our past that reminds us that being mixed is fun-
damentally what it means to be human.
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Epilogue
Expanding the Terrain of Mixed Race Studies

WhatWe Learnfromthe Study of Non-l,Vhite Multiracials

NITASHA TAMAR SHARMA

Criti""t mixed race studies is an emerging ñeld of study that is develop-
ing with greater clarity. Yet it-like the experiences of multiracial people-
strug¡lles with underrecognition and misrepresentation. Pa¡t of this is

demographic: self-declared multiracials were only 3 pelcent of the US popula-
tion in 2oI3, representinS 9.3 miliion Americans.'And part is institutional: many

universities do not offer courses on multiracia-l experiences. The development
of critical mixed race studies out of and away from mixed race studies further
accounts for its low profile. Many scholars in mixed race studies have focused on
the ,,what are you' question faced by "ethnically ambiguous" people and analyzed

identity formation though f,rst-person na¡ratives. Critical mixed race studies
presents more expansive and theoretically crifrcal questions, methodologies, and
politics that look, for instance, at multiracialism across the globe and at the rela-

tionships of mixed race people to other communities of color. The essays in this
volume fill a particula¡ blind spot in mixed race studies: its tendency to privilege
whiteness by focusing on multiracials who a¡e part white while neglecting dual
(or more) minority mixed race people.

Red. qnd YeIIow, Block qnd. Brown: Decenterin{, whiteness in Mixed Race studies

highlights the a¡xieties as welL as intellectual and popular potential of criti-
cal mixed race studies. The essays cohere around describing the definitions,
experiences, and implications of multiracialism among people who do not iden-
tify as being part white." chapters include personal stories of struggle growing
up as Blasian (Houston and Mendoza stickmon) and Indipino (Desai). other
chapters (Romo, want) challenge stereotypes of multiracials that have included
the ,,tragic mulatta" and the "happy hapa."r Verónica Castillo-Muñoz offers an

important historiographical account of intermarriage among Indians, Mexicans,


